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LaunchBar is a program that helps you quickly access your documents, applications, bookmarks, contacts, 
search engines, etc. without having to use the mouse or go to the Dock. Instead, you type a quick key 
combination to bring up LaunchBar (which is around a 1 X 3” rectangle that appears toward the top of the 
screen) and then start typing your wanted item, command, etc.

Simple example: You start be pressing a key combination to start 
LaunchBar. A bar shows up on your screen and you can start typing 
a name. Instantly a list of files and applications (that start with or 
contains those letters) appear in a drop-down menu. Simply use the 
up and down arrows to select the desired file or application and hit 
the Enter key. Instantly your desired application or file loads. If your 
application is Pages, it may be positioned at the bottom of the list. 
The more you search for and use Pages, the higher it rises in the list.

You can also teach LaunchBar to recognize short abbreviations for 
a particular item. These abbreviations don’t have match the item’s 
name and can be as short as two characters such as QT for 
QuickTime (Figure 1).

FYI: (Technical stuff) LaunchBar uses an adaptive evaluation 
algorithm to find the best matching items based on the abbreviation 
you type in. A sophisticated rating system considers the position and density of the given characters within the name 
of each index item. The 
resulting ratings are then 
adjusted based on the item’s 
previous usage. LaunchBar 
learns from your habits. The 
more often a specific item or 
abbreviation has been used 
in the past, the better it will 
be rated at subsequent 
searches. LaunchBar learns 
and adapts to your 
preferences automatically. 

Launching applications and opening files is only one 
feature of LaunchBar. Here are a few more options:
• Sending items: Items can be sent to various 

applications, actions, search templates, scripts, folders, 
email addresses, etc. simply by pressing the Tab key 
and selecting the desired target. This allows you to 
open files or URLs with a particular application, pass 
them to AppleScripts, move them to another folder, or 
send them as an email attachment. In testing, I was able to send text from one word processor to another and also 
to Mail. I likewise was able to send an image sitting on my Desktop to an art program (Figure 2).

• Send URLs between browsers: I have had times when a web page wouldn’t open properly in Safari but opened 
just fine in FireFox. Now I can use LaunchBar to quickly have the URLs opened in FireFox.

• Clipboard History: This preserves the data of your most recent Copy operations . 
This allows you to use the copied items more than once (Figure 8). FYI: the user 
specifies the number of copies to save - from 10 to 100.

• ClipMerge™: You can combine subsequent copy operations into a single 
clipboard item.

Figure 3. You can use LaunchBar to quickly scan your bookmarks to find your wanted URL - all by typing in: 
“Safari”, then: “New” twice (for the News sub-folder and then for the New York Times). This is a very quick 
way of locating your wanted URL. 

Figure 4. You can use LaunchBar to search your browser history.

Figure 1. LaunchBar lets you type 
quick abbreviations (like QT for 
QuickTime) to open applications.

Figure 2. LaunchBar can 
“Send” files to be opened in 
compatible applications.

Figure 5. LaunchBar can move items from one location 
to another. Like sending an art file to the Art folder.



• Web searches: You can initiate a Web 
search via LaunchBar by selecting one of 
LaunchBar’s many Search Templates, 
press the space 
bar, and type 
your s e a r ch 
word. As a test, I 
typed “GOO 
E l v i s ” i n 
LaunchBar. This told LaunchBar to do a Google search for Elvis. -- It worked. I tried the same search using 
“IMDB Elvis”. This took me to the “Internet Movie Database” and then to its Elvis page. BTW: Figure 6 
shows a search using Wikipedia.

I wanted to create one of my own search templates so I followed their instructions and created a “Rotten 
Tomatoes” search template. Now all I have to do is start typing “Rotten” and the name Rotten Tomatoes 
shows up in LaunchBar. I then tap the spacebar and type in a movie like “Grease”. Seconds later Rotten 
Tomatoes’ Grease URL shows up. Very Fast! 

• Web Bookmarks and History: You can get instant access to all of your web browser’s bookmarks, 
bookmark folders and history (Figure 4).

• File Operations: You can move, rename, compress, assign tags, create folders and much more, all from the 
keyboard.

• Calendar and Reminders: You can create calendar events and reminders with live feedback providing 
details about the event to be created.

• Browsing: You can navigate your folders, contacts, bookmarks, recent items, etc. using the arrow keys to 
reveal related information.

• Access package contents: Navigate into packages to view its contents or show a folder’s invisible files.
• Calculator: You can type in simple numeric calculations up to complex scientific expressions and get the 

result immediately in the LaunchBar.
• Contacts: You can access to your contacts by typing the person or companies' name to quickly create new 

email messages, retrieve phone numbers, postal addresses, or other contact details.
• Themes: LaunchBar gives the choice between several different themes (from semi transparent all the way 

up to solid black).
• Usage Statistics: Usage Statistics give you a detailed analysis about the features you use most often (Figure 

9).
• Action Editor: LaunchBar comes with an Action Editor 

that you can use to write your own actions and configure 
your action’s runtime behavior, manage localizations, and 
more. Objective Development’s “Action Editor” web 
page has links to the Action Editor’s documentation, 
Sample Actions, and the Actions Forum.
You can even use LaunchBar to open the Maps 

application and then go directly to the location that you type into LaunchBar (Figure 7)
If you would like more information about LaunchBar, go to LaunchBar’s Features web page.

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I must admit that at first, I was overwhelmed with LaunchBar’s many options and was ready to give up. But I decided to take it slow, 
learning one LaunchBar option at a time by watched the video tutorials and working through the manual (which wasn’t always clear). Eventually I 
started to see the advantage of using LaunchBar. If you look at the different test that I have discussed in this review, you will see that LaunchBar is 
quite a time saver over the traditional way of doing things. I think this time savings would be an advantage especially for people working against a 
time limit. 
Requires: Mac OS X 10.10 - 10.15 
Company: Objective Development 
Price: $29
Available Trial Copy

Figure 8. You can bring up the 
Clipboard History and then 
copy/paste any of them to the 
same or a different document.

Figure 6. I assigned a quick key combination to bring up the Wikipedia search engine. This 
way I could quickly type the quick key, type “Horse”, arrow key down to “Horse Racing” 
and then hit the Return key. Instantly Wikipedia opened to the correct web page. Figure 7. LaunchBar can 

open Maps and show you 
your desired location.

Figure 9. The “Usage Statistics” give you a detailed analysis about the features 
you use most often along with the estimated time saved using LaunchBar.
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